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released on Wednesday, the health and education, have
Wodd B~nk acknowledges never been the priority of our
that Pakistan has made an planners and policy makers.
economic turnaround with Pakistan's failure to realize
GDP growing by an estimated the importance of human cap-
5.1 per cent in 2002-03 in com- ital formed through educa-
parison to the previous year tion is reflected in the low
and inflation remaining at a allocations for education in
low 3.3 per cent in the same the five-year plans. fu the
period. But while saying that Eighth Plan, it has gone up to
Pakistan's economy has a bare eight per cent, in com-
grown more than those of parison to three per cent in
other low-income countries in the Seventh Plan and less
the past year, the report also than two per cent in the Sixth
points out that social sector Plan.
growth in comparison has fall- futernational financial ins-
en behind. The report notes titutions have commented
that although the educated that Pakistan falls in the
and well-off urban population category of countries where
in Pakistan lives not so differ- advances are being made in
ently from their counterparts some areas but resources or
in other countries of a similar policy deficiencies are block-
income range, the poor and ing progress towards several

~ rural population comes out key goals. For its part, the
badly when the same compar- government says it has com-
i~ ii W~d91Tbi€ "iRQieateste..- mitted a significant part of
a widening gap in the country its foreign assistance to
between the rich and the poor social sector development. fu
that is not seen in countries August, the government
with a similar income level. announced that half of the
Equally disturbing is the dis- five-year $3 billion aid plan
closure that poverty has con- from the US would be ear-
tinued to grow. The level of marked for social uplift.
poverty reached 32.1 per cent Similar commitments have
of the total population in been made about other assis-
2001-02 as against 30.6 per tance programmes. What
<;ent in the previous year. remains to be seen is how
This tells us that the poor in serious the government is
Pakistan are getting' even about implementing a long-
poorer. term strategy which will help

Pakistan's record in the address the issue of social
social sector is indeed dismal, development in a country -
and the neglect of this sector which does not have a good
has been repeatedly pointed record of following through.
out. According to the United This is the area on which the
Nations Development Prog- government should now con-
ranune, Pakistan slipped in centrate so that the lot of the
the Human Development fu- people of Pakistan improves
dex (HDI) from 138 to 144 in with the passage of time.

/>- 2001 as compared to the pre- Otherwise, the economic
vious year. Of particular con- achievements of the country
cern is the country's high will bear no direct relevance
child mortality rate. Overall, to the common Pakistani, no
the social sector has suffered matter what government
from years of indifference planners and spokesmen
and under-funding. Human may say.
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I f/~' 1\~ CC<?RDING to the World Bank annual report,

l' PakIstan's economy has grown much more than
a5 ~ - other low-inc~me ~ountries, b.ut the country's social

progress lagged behind Its economIc growth. The report
first eulogised Pakistan for the turnaround from deteriorat-
ing macroeconomic situation to a rapidly improving one,
for having achieved growth rate of 5.1 per cent. Then came
the warning that despite these favourable developments,
Pakistan still not favourably disposed as compared with
other countries with similar per capita income in most
social indicators. Access to sanitation, rate of literacy and
significant gender gaps in both education and health are the
areas that ileed improvement. Interestingly, the Asian
Development Bank had indicated last year that 50 per cent
of the population in Pakistan lives below the poverty line
against 33 per cent as mentioned in the World Bank report.
It is possible they have .different benchmarks to assess
poverty, as different organisations or analysts measure
poverty according to their own formulae, but in general it
is measured by income, iiteracy, health and life expectan-
cy; some add sanitation and potable water.

It has, however, become clear from the report increase in !

Gross Domestic Product and impressive rate of economic !',
growth do not necessarily result in welfare of the people or I

reduction in poverty. It has to be kept in mind that unless
economic policies, strategies and programmes are oriented
and focused towards broader distribution of growth and
creation of more jobs, the objectives of poverty alleviation
or social development cannot be achieved. The report says
that poverty rate that had fallen in the 1980s started to rise
again towards the end of the decade. And the reason of
course is privatisation, downsizing and limiting the state's
role in providing the basic facilities to the people. One
should not forget Soviet Russia's occupation of
Afghanistan in late 1970 that gave Pakistan strategic
importance. In the 1980s, the US and the West pumped in
financial resources, which brought certain amount of pros-
perity. But that ended with the end of Cold War era.

Pakistan's per capita income is stated as $420 per
annum; converted into rupees it comes to approximately
Rs. 24,000 per annum. This is just an average that has been
obtained by dividing the GDP with the total population,
which cannot reveal the true state of condition of the mass-
es. It is common knowledge that millions of our farmers
earn less than Rs. 1500 per month, which is less than a dol-
lar a day. In quite some cases, one has to support a family.
of five on the average, meaning that a lot of people are liv- I,
ing on 1/5th dollar a day. Recently, another factor l'Iasbeen
brought in to measure poverty, and that is .calories intake. It"."
is said that in order to live, a person (urban) needs 2250
calories and rural needs 2450 'calories, and according to
2000-1 report, Rs. 550 per person was the minimum
amount for the required calories intake. It is important that
benefits of economic growth should reach to the peopl~ at
large, because macro-economic dev~lopmen! h~sbeneflted
only a small section of the populatIOn. MaJonty of urban
and rural poor have become economically.disenfranc.hi.sed
because of the failure of the system to generate suffIcIent
means of productive livelihood. Pakistan also allocates
smaller percentage of the GDP for the social sector, which
is why it is behind even Sri Lanka and .Bangladesh.. It
means that Pakistan should do more to Improve socIal
growth along with economic growth to strike the balance.
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